FUTURE
WORKFORCE
SURVEY
- INSURANCE

REALIZING THE
FULL VALUE OF

AI

Transforming the insurance workforce to collaborate
effectively with artificial intelligence will enable
not only efficiency, but innovation and growth.

INTRODUCTION

AI SET TO
CHANGE THE
– BUT CONTRADICTIONS LURK
A team of Harvard pathologists recently showed how most
commentators on the future of artificial intelligence – who either
enthuse about the productivity gains or grimly predict the elimination
of jobs – are missing the most important issue.
The doctors created an AI-based technique to
identify breast cancer cells. It did well, scoring
92 percent accuracy, but still fell short of human
pathologists who typically achieve precision
rates of around 96 percent. The biggest surprise
came when humans and AI combined forces.
Together, they accurately identified 99.5 percent of
cancerous biopsies1.
Despite the certainty that AI will take business and
society into realms that today elude most crystal
gazers, many corporate strategists still view it from
within the conventional paradigm: as a set of tools
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to perform traditional tasks more efficiently, make
capital more productive and reduce jobs. We see
it differently. We believe AI, when synthesized with
human ingenuity across the enterprise, will achieve
exponentially more. Used in this way – which
Accenture calls ‘applied intelligence’ – insurers
will gain the ability to solve complex challenges,
develop new products and services, and break into
or create new markets. By inspiring entirely fresh
revenue streams, it heralds an exciting new dawn
for the industry.

This isn’t a distant utopia. Our analysis2 indicates
that between 2018 and 2022, insurers that
invest in AI and human-machine collaboration
at the same rate as top-performing businesses
could boost their revenue by an average 17
percent and their employment by 7 percent.
We are not alone in holding this view. Sixtythree percent of the senior insurance executives
interviewed for our cross-industry Future Workforce
Survey believe the industry will be completely
transformed by intelligent technologies, while 67
percent say AI will be critical to their organization’s
ability to differentiate itself in the market. IDC
forecasts3 that global corporate spending on
cognitive / AI systems will increase at a compound
annual rate of 54 percent between 2015 and 2020.
Employment prospects are encouraging – just
over two out of three insurers expect AI to result
in a net gain in jobs within their firm in the next
three years. Workers too are optimistic, with the
same proportion saying they believe AI will improve
both their work and their work-life balance.
But these benefits from intelligent automation
will not accrue automatically, nor equally to
everyone. A variety of obstacles lie in wait as
insurers consider their AI strategies. One of the
most critical is the workforce, and in particular,
executives’ views on their employees.
While most insurance CXOs in our survey
said their organization plans to invest in
intelligent technologies over the next three
years, they also said only 25 percent of
their workforce is ready to work with these
technologies. And yet only 4 percent plan
to significantly increase their investment in
reskilling programs in the next three years.
Another disconnect is executives’ perception that
their people are resistant to the introduction of AI.
The truth is, most of them believe it will improve
their jobs, making them more interesting (61
percent) and creating opportunities for them (68
percent). They are confident of their ability to work
with AI (87 percent) and believe it is important that
they develop the necessary new skills (75 percent).
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Artificial intelligence is likely to transform the world
of business, and the everyday lives of people, as
profoundly and beneficially as any of the great
innovations of the past. But it is likely to do so in
a much shorter timeframe, leaving incumbents
less time to ponder their options. The impact
will be industry-wide, and enterprise-wide, so it
makes sense to have an enterprise strategy and
enterprise-level leadership dedicated to AI.
Because the workforce too is such a critical
enabler of future growth, it is important that
planning and investing in it is a top priority. New
skills, new roles, and new ways of working will
be needed. Three steps will be essential for
creating the insurance workforce of the future:
1. Reimagine work to better understand how
machines and people can collaborate.
2. Pivot the workforce to areas that
create new forms of value.
3. Scale up ‘new skilling’ to enable people
to work with intelligent machines.

The full potential of AI will only be realized by
insurers that transform their workforce to collaborate
effectively with intelligent machines. This will take
considerable time and effort, and should not be
delayed. The workforce of the future starts now.

Insurers that invest in AI
and human-machine
collaboration at the same rate
as top-performing businesses
could boost their revenue by
an average 17 percent and
their employment by 7 percent
by 2022.

Insurance is on the brink of a
brave new world wrought by
artificial intelligence.
This is a revolution in which intelligent
technology meets human ingenuity, creating
previously unobtainable sources of growth
and requiring a very different workforce.
Until now, robots, video analytics and other intelligent
technologies – which together make up the artificial
intelligence toolset – have been used to work in parallel
with people but mostly in automated isolation. Their
role: improve process efficiencies. Now, as companies
invest in AI systems that can sense, communicate,
interpret and learn, all that changes. AI can be applied
in more nuanced ways within a broad enterprise
structure to help insurers move beyond automation
and elevate human capabilities that unlock new value.
Many businesses have yet to apply AI in this way to
improve efficiencies or customer outcomes. They
are at the first of three stages of adoption: education.
Most are at the second stage: prototyping and
experimental initiatives. Only a few have reached the
third stage, large-scale application, where they are
practicing what Accenture terms ‘applied intelligence’:
the ability to implement technology and human
ingenuity across all parts of their core business in
order to solve complex challenges, break into new
markets or generate entirely fresh revenue streams.
The growth prospects of the AI revolution are not
limited to immediate outcomes. The invention of the
microchip did more than just improve the speed,
accuracy and productivity of human workers; it created
new industries, enabled new ways for us to connect
with each other, and exploded our notion of what is
possible. AI will have a similar exponential impact. But
the speed of the digital revolution is unprecedented.
According to Gartner, deep learning and machine
learning – two key emerging AI technologies – will
reach mainstream adoption within two to five years.4
If insurers are to reap rewards from these
developments, they need to take urgent action.
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THE GOOD NEWS

Workers are impatient to collaborate with AI
and to learn the necessary skills for doing so.
And they have a vision for how AI can improve
the lives of customers.

THE BAD NEWS

Many insurance leaders don’t recognize
workers’ enthusiasm and aren’t funneling the
necessary resources into
'new skilling.'

In todays’ world, insurance
companies will be required
to adopt AI or they will be
outperformed by other
companies. With the
implementation of AI in our
company, we have estimated
a saving of around 100
million yen every year and
an increase in productivity
of around 25 percent. This is
not all. More importantly, we
will be able to reach out to
our customers in a better way
and will be serving them with
more meaningful products.
CEO, Japanese insurance company

READY TO COMPETE?
It’s time for insurance executives to reimagine
the work their people do in partnership with AI
and to ask themselves tough, uncomfortable
questions about their organization’s readiness
to compete.
From workforce planning to work planning
Do we have a clear understanding today
of how work in our organization will be
reconfigured by intelligent machines, starting
in 2018? Which of our core activities will be
automated, which will see human-machine
collaboration elevate our workers, and which
will remain the preserve of workers only? What
will this mean for our operating model? Are
we prepared for the enormous changes ahead
as the nature of work is reimagined, starting
now?
'New skilling' the future workforce
Do we have a clear view today of the
knowledge, skills and mindsets required to
work with intelligent machines in a way that
creates real value? Where are our people
against that benchmark? Is 'new skilling'
already being integrated into our leadership
development, learning and recruitment
programs?
Positioning for the full value of AI

FIGURE 1

The respective strengths of humans and machines.

WHAT
HUMANS
DO BEST
Lead
Improvize
Create
Judge
Empathize
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THE MISSING
MIDDLE
HUMANS +
MACHINES
Train
Explain
Sustain

MACHINES
+ HUMANS
Amplify
Interact
Embody

WHAT
MACHINES
DO BEST
Transact
Iterate
Predict
Evolve

Do we have a clear understanding as a
leadership team of how AI will be disruptive,
not just with efficiency and productivity
gains in our existing business model, but
in creating entirely new markets, products,
services and customer experiences? What
new jobs will this create in our organization?
Are we organized, and do we have the
talent to take advantage of both the top-line
and bottom-line opportunities as humanmachine collaboration reshapes the nature of
competition in the insurance industry?

Are business leaders and workers
ready to take on sophisticated
human-machine collaboration on
a large scale?
To find out, Accenture Research spoke with more
than 1,200 CEOs and top executives working with
AI. We also surveyed more than 14,000 workers
spanning four generations and representing all
skill levels. The research covered 12 industries
and 11 countries and included interviews with
people working with AI in their daily work.
The insurance sample comprised 100 CEOs
and top executives and almost 1,000 insurance
employees – all at large organizations.
The study found that 75 percent of insurers plan
to use AI to automate tasks to a large or very large
extent in the next three years. Fifty-two percent
believe human-machine collaboration is important
to achieve their strategic priorities. Two out of three
believe AI will improve workforce productivity, with
almost all (98 percent) saying they intend to use
it to enhance worker capabilities. This is already
well under way – 30 percent of the employees
surveyed reported that they work with intelligent
technologies for more than 50 percent of their time.
This commitment is supported by IDC’s forecast
that worldwide cross-industry spending on
cognitive and AI systems increased by 59 percent
in 2017 compared to 2016, reaching US$12
billion, and will rise to $57.6 billion in 2021.5
But a significant barrier to the implementation
of AI is insurance executives’ anticipation of
resistance by employees. They believe on average
only 25 percent of their workforce is ready
to work with intelligent technologies, and 43
percent cite a growing skills gap as the leading
factor influencing their workforce strategy.
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INSURANCE INDUSTRY HAS A
POSITIVE OUTLOOK ON AI
Insurance executives are somewhat
more skeptical than their peers in
most other industries about the likely
impact of AI on their business and their
industry. A comparison of the survey
results from the insurance sample, with
those of the total cross-industry sample,
reveals some interesting variances.
Insurers have a lower expectation that
intelligent technologies will completely
transform their industry (63 percent vs. 69
percent) and will be critical to their ability to
differentiate themselves in the market (67
percent vs. 72 percent). They do, however,
believe more strongly that it will transform
their workplace (51 percent vs. 44 percent),
improve productivity (66 percent vs. 60
percent) and result in a net gain in jobs within
their company (68 percent vs. 63 percent).
Insurance employees too are more
positive than their counterparts in other
industries – most expect the advent of AI
to create opportunities for their work (68
percent vs. 61 percent). Forty-one percent
are very confident of their abilities to
work with intelligent technologies (vs. 33
percent), and 75 percent say it is important
or very important that they develop
their skills to do so (vs. 67 percent).

However, just over two-thirds of insurance workers
said they believe AI will create opportunities
for their work. They expect it to make their jobs
simpler (73 percent) and to improve their worklife balance (69 percent). Only 41 percent said
it would threaten jobs in their organization, with
61 percent expecting it to expand their career
prospects. And they know this won’t come
automatically – 75 percent say it’s 'important' or
'very important' that they develop their skills to be
able to work with AI in the next three to five years.
Insurers need to seize this opportunity. Their
people are not only impatient to thrive in an
intelligent enterprise that can disrupt markets and
improve their working experience; they are also
eager to acquire the new skills required to make
this happen. Yet only 4 percent of executives said
their organization plans to significantly increase its
investment in training programs in the next three
years. This low level of commitment, at a time when
a new era of work is imminent, will radically curtail
their ability to deploy and benefit from AI at scale.

63%
of insurance executives
believe the industry will be
completely transformed by
intelligent technologies

25%
Insurance executives say
only 1 in 4 of their employees
are ready to work with
intelligent technologies
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Until now, digitalization has impacted groups of
people in different parts of the organization. Applied
intelligence, by our definition, will be much more
pervasive. It will require dedicated leadership at the
highest level and a cross-enterprise strategy with
long-term budgeting. It also demands recognition
that the insurance workforce of the future will be
significantly different than that which prevails today.
The change will take a concerted, thoughtful effort
that is likely to be ongoing. How can business
leaders achieve this scale of transformation, building
a cross-enterprise engine that gives a structure
to AI, and elevating their workforce to create new
value through human-machine collaboration?
Our research points to three key actions.
1. Reimagine work to better understand how
machines and people can collaborate.
2. Pivot the workforce to areas that
create new forms of value.
3. Scale up ‘new skilling’ to enable people
to work with intelligent machines.

68%
expect AI to result in a net
gain in jobs in their
organization in the next
three years

43%
say the growing skills gap
is the leading factor
influencing their
workforce strategy

68%
of insurance employees
expect intelligent
technologies to create
opportunities for their work

4%
But hardly any say they plan
to significantly increase
their investment in reskilling
over the next three years

FIGURE 2

Allocation of FS firms’ investments in future-aligned AI capability build.

6% EVOLVE
e.g. Looking forward, outward
15% COMPLY
e.g. Regulatory
14% PROTECT
e.g. Security, fraud

26% GROW
e.g. Customer acquisition

39% MANAGE
e.g. Efficiencies

Source: Accenture survey of 21 leading FS Chief Data Officers,
December 2017 - January 2018

DRIVING GROWTH BY BOOSTING SALES
AGENTS’ CAPABILITIES
Accenture research has determined that even a 5 percent performance improvement
for middle and top sales performers (achievable through AI augmentation) can result
in a 4 - 5 percent revenue increase. AI can support agents by:
• Detecting customer emotions and suggesting responses to enable agents to
respond with empathy
• Determining changing customer needs and suggesting customized solutions
• Enabling greater transparency of who is doing what, to enable better coordination
and faster closes
• Creating broader social networks and reaching out to them
• Creating a social memory to remember customer needs and profiles
• Experimenting with and continuously improving sales techniques
This will result in:
• Higher sales
• Better customer relationships
• More customized customer solutions
• A faster sales process and close
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REIMAGINE WORK – TO BETTER UNDERSTAND
HOW MACHINES AND PEOPLE CAN COLLABORATE
Forecasts of AI’s impact on jobs vary. In January 2018 the
World Economic Forum, in collaboration with Accenture, released
analysis6 that reveals a smaller net loss of jobs than some studies
have predicted.
The study estimates that 16 percent of jobs are at
risk of displacement in five production industries
after accounting for potential job gains that would
arise from the same trends. Insurers are more
sanguine – 68 percent of those who participated
in Accenture’s Future Workforce Survey expect
intelligent technologies to result in a net gain in
jobs in their organization in the next three years.

The venture capital firm
Deep Knowledge Ventures7
has appointed an AI tool,
which it calls Vital, to its
board to improve decisions.
Vital participates in votes
on whether to invest
in new opportunities.

But a focus only on job gains and losses misses
a crucial point: The most significant impact of
AI won’t be on the number of jobs, but rather on
job content. Fifty-one percent of the insurance
executives we surveyed said that AI will transform
the workplace. Fifty-three percent said traditional
job descriptions have become obsolete as
machines take on routine tasks and as people
move to project-based work. Thirty-three percent
report that they’ve extensively redesigned jobs.
It should therefore come as no surprise that
61 percent of senior insurance executives said
the proportion of roles requiring people to
collaborate with AI will rise in the next three years.
The tables below show how work is transformed
and how insurance workers are elevated.

FIGURE 3

AI has significant potential to transform insurance.
Example: underwriting.

<50%

<25%

33%

25%

35%

of the average
underwriter’s day is spent
on core processing

is spent on selling or
broker engagement

of insurers harness data
systematically

are shifting to intelligent
processes

are transforming the
workforce / machine
relationship

Sources: Accenture’s ongoing activity-based underwriting practitioner surveys
and Accenture Machine-Learning Survey
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FIGURE 4

The evolution of work: filling the 'missing middle' where humans and AI collaborate
to greater effect.
Today

Tomorrow

A contact center agent answers customer calls &
messages, handling both minor & major issues.

Virtual agents & automation take care of simple queries / issues, allowing the
human workforce to manage relationship portfolios & deal with exceptions &
major issues involving complexity & sensitivity.

A communications specialist reads comments about the
insurer on social media & responds to those likely to have
the greatest impact.

Supported by comprehensive scanning of social media, the specialist develops
a strategy for optimizing the insurer’s profile & trains intelligent machines to
respond to comments, rapidly & at scale.

An actuary uses data insights & sophisticated models to
provide an in-depth understanding of profitability & risk.

The actuary of the future will be more of a business prognosticator than a
number cruncher. Big data systems & predictive modelling will enable a shift to a
more proactive & forward-looking role.

A risk & operations professional manually updates &
checks various types of compliance reporting & controls
for a business or functional area.

AI platforms, using machine learning & predictive analytics, simplify & drive
efficiency in data gathering, raise the quality of controls, augment the risk & ops
professional, and free up time for her to focus on analysis, an end-to-end view of
the organization’s risk profile, and early identification & rectification of issues.

A financial advisor spends a significant amount of time
onboarding a potential customer, taking personal details
& interrogating his financial situation. Then she goes
away to do the research & hopefully secure
the relationship.

The prospective customer goes online & uses AI to onboard himself. He
completes the other administrative requirements & provides relevant research
which he has sourced. This allows the financial advisor to focus on the true value
of her offering: building the relationship & providing quality advice.

FIGURE 5

The evolution of roles when augmented by intelligent technologies.
From Operational Roles…
Data capture by claims handler

… to Insight-Driven Roles
Using analytics to discover complex connections, analyze risk & claim patterns

From Mono-Skilled Roles…
Educating brokers on product features

… to Multi-Skilled Roles
Helping brokers take advantage of online learning, chat bots & other AI tools to
enhance their experience & effectiveness

From Generalist Roles…
Sales support

… to Specialized Roles
Working with AI to qualify sales leads, feeding back results to further enhance
the system’s predictive capability

From Technology-Oriented Roles…
Blockchain implementation & support

… to Creative Roles
Exploring new ways blockchain can add value to the business
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FIGURE 6

AI use cases in insurance.
MARKETING &
SALES

UNDERWRITING

ADMINISTRATION

• Machine-learning
insights to
support customer
segmentation

• Extraction of
insights from
multiple data
sources (including
unstructured)

• RPA for efficiency & • Real-time Q&A
service for FNOL
a better customer
experience
• Pre-assessment
of claims &
• Sentiment analysis
automated damage
in social media
evaluation
• Augmentation
• RPA to automate
of investment
claims processing
decisions with

• Automated product
recommendations
• Automated
& natural language
demand analysis &
question answering
generation of new
product offerings
• Automated
creation of
• Automated asset
targeted marketing
classification
materials &
• Enhanced pricing
promotions
& policy rating
• Customer
personalization &
personality & tone
accuracy
analysis
• Natural language
• Enabling intelligent
question
self-service
answering for
product research
employees
for customers
• Personality
• Agent / broker
analysis from
assistance through
text to match
real-time Q&A
customers with
brokers
• Workload
balancing / lead
• Intelligent
allocation for
reporting &
agents
visualization for
better-informed
• Intelligent
decision making
reporting &
visualization

machine learning
insights
• Provision of
new insights for
asset liability
management
• Processing of
unstructured data,
augmentation of
analytics capability
• Identification
of new security
analytics insights

There are three primary ways in which machines
will enable people to work more effectively
driving growth (see Figure 1):

• Amplify the capabilities, efforts and impact

of humans by augmenting their intelligence.
Enhance their judgment and enable them to
greatly increase their impact both within the
organization and among its customers and
partners.

• Interact at unprecedented scale with powerful

databases and computing engines, extracting
insights at great speed to enable humans to
provide meaningful personalization, make better
decisions and drive growth.
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CLAIMS

• Automated claims
fraud detection
using enriched
unstructured data
analytics
• Prediction of claim
volume patterns
• Augmentation of
loss analysis with
machine learning
insights

SERVICING

RECRUITMENT

• Understanding
& actioning of
external emails &
requests

• Contextual
analytics & skill
ontology to score
CVs against job
descriptions

• Automation of call
center & webchat
service
• Assistance for
self-service queries
on policy issuance,
endorsements,
cancellations &
renewals

• Prediction
of likelihood
candidate will
get through the
selection process
• Prioritization of
candidates based
on hireability
metrics
• Scoring of risk
candidates will
renege after
accepting the offer
• Leveraging online
assessments
to optimize
interviewer
conversion rates

• Embody everything the company stands for.

By converting principles, policies and processes
into consistent human practices, interactions and
experiences, machines not only help the insurer’s
people understand what to do, when and in which
way. More than that, they bring the vision of the
organization to life in the form of a multitude of
everyday actions.

In addition to AI enhancing human capabilities,
humans will improve the performance of intelligent
technologies. In previous research, Accenture
explored the nature of some new roles and
uncovered three new categories of AI-driven
jobs: the ‘trainers’, ‘explainers’ and ‘sustainers.’8
• Trainers will assist computers as they learn;
for example, to recognize faces or identify
images in photographs or videos.
• Explainers will interpret the results of algorithms
to improve transparency and accountability
for their decisions, helping to strengthen the
confidence of both customers and workers
in AI-powered processes. Regulators in many
countries require financial companies to tell
customers the reasons behind the decisions
affecting them. With many carriers turning
to automated damage assessment and
settlement decisioning, humans will play an
essential role in making AI more explainable.
• Sustainers will ensure intelligent systems stay
true to their original goals without crossing
ethical lines, drifting away from desired
outcomes or reinforcing bias. For example,
this could include an ethics compliance
manager to ensure that an AI-powered
credit approval system does not discriminate
against certain categories of customer.
As AI becomes pervasive across the insurance
industry, ‘raising’ and training intelligent
machines to function efficiently and responsibly
will become a critical role and a significant
creator of new jobs at different skill levels.

QuadMetrics9, part of FICO,
helps underwriters set
premiums for cyber insurance
by using internet-scale data and
machine learning for predictive
cyber risk analytics of networks.
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ACTIONS TO REIMAGINE WORK
While just over half of all insurance executives
acknowledge that getting human-machine
collaboration right is critical to achieving their goals,
few carriers have adopted a systematic approach
to unlocking the value that lies at the intersection
of people and intelligent machines. Training is
obviously critical, but the biggest barrier inhibiting
them from doing more to retrain their workforce is a
lack of clarity on the skills they should prioritize. The
principle is to move the spotlight from jobs to the
nature of the work itself before preparing workers
with the necessary skills. When reconfiguring
work, insurers need to take three steps:
a) Assess tasks, not jobs
First, identify the new kinds of tasks that must be
performed. Assessing the range of technologies
and teams at your disposal, you can then allocate
those tasks to people or machines, filling in
the ‘missing middle’ (illustrated in Figure 1) with
work best done by machines and humans in
collaboration. For example, the assessment of
investment options involves a variety of tasks
from basic data collection and processing to
interviews with key executives and the weighing
of subjective factors. Intelligent machines can
not only take over the former, but can also assist
researchers with the more judgment-based tasks.
The process of allocating – or sharing – tasks
between machines and humans is ongoing.
Unintended consequences are an inevitable
pitfall facing all organizations that allocate work
to machines, so constant observation is needed
and corrections to their initial allocations are likely.
b) Create new roles
Set up new roles within a broader contextual shift
as AI enables people to take on higher-value work.
As Figure 5 shows, operational jobs will become
more insight-driven and strategic, while monoskilled roles will become multi-skilled. Already, 30
percent of insurance employees have identified
an increase in machine-worker collaboration as
one of the top three trends that they see in the
workplace. A trader at a Japanese investment firm
explained how the demand for skills will change:

"We’ll get workers to become familiar with
AI or get workers who can make it smarter.
They’ll need experience as a trader and be
strong in computers. They’ll need to understand
that deep learning works but that the data can’t
be perfect without a knowledge of trading."
Jobs will also become more specialized as greater
volumes of precise data allow more insights to
be explored. For example, insurance and other
consumer brands will become increasingly
dependent on AI chatbots to represent them
in the mass market. Personality trainers will
be required to develop the appropriate tone,
humor and level of empathy needed for different
situations, as common human behaviors like
sarcasm can still be very difficult for AI to interpret.
Microsoft uses a team including a poet, a
novelist and a playwright to develop Cortana’s
personality, without which this manifestation of
the brand would be no different from any other.10
c) Map skills to new roles
Once you have a full list of required tasks, skills
and newly defined roles, you can map that list
against the skills present in your workforce.
The gaps can be addressed through training
or sourcing – which may include drawing
on contract workers in the short term.
In addressing the gaps, and in creating new
roles, insurers should focus more on how the
work can best be done than on the roles and
responsibilities that make up the work. The
reconfiguration of roles should be a flexible
process that looks beyond full-time equivalents
and considers a range of possibilities including
build, buy, borrow and bot. This will enable
skills to be redeployed as and when needed.

We’re supposed to hire
people with really good
judgment and they’re
supposed to exercise that
judgment. Unfortunately,
activity has converted
over time into much more
process- and procedurebased work. So unwittingly
we’re losing the value of
that judgment… More and
more, machines will be
able to take over the bulk
of that activity. But the age
of the expert isn’t dead;
we actually want experts
to be able to exercise
expertise – we’ll just have a
better ability to ensure it's
focused on the work that
truly requires judgment.
Nick Reed, Group General
Manager Risk, ANZ Bank

A Scandinavian life insurer expects to settle its illness
and disability claims almost instantaneously – down from
two to three months at present – by using a combination
of optical character recognition, text analytics and
machine learning – delivering a significant boost to
the customer experience.
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PIVOT THE WORKFORCE TO AREAS THAT
CREATE NEW FORMS OF VALUE
AI is not simply the next in a line of new digital technologies. In the
last century, perhaps only the airplane, the microchip and the internet
have matched its potential to transform the way we work and live.
Today, AI and human-machine collaboration is
beginning to have a significant impact on how
enterprises conduct business. But it has yet to
transform what business they choose to pursue.
Just as the developers of the first computers
famously scoffed at the notion that private
individuals would be directly affected by their
invention, we cannot know what opportunities
await those who lead the AI revolution.
It is becoming clear, however, that as people and
intelligent machines begin to collaborate in entirely
new ways, business leaders will have to pivot their
workforce not just once, but twice. The second
and truly transformational shift may be less than
a decade away in some sectors. In the meantime,
business leaders must make a more immediate
pivot to take full advantage of the opportunities
human-machine collaboration presents today,
which can create the springboard to entirely new
future growth opportunities and market disruptions.
Insurance executives seem to recognize the
power of AI and humans to collaborate to create
new customer experiences and business models.
Sixty-seven percent agree that adopting intelligent
technologies will be critical to their organization’s
ability to differentiate in the market. Forty-three
percent believe intelligent technologies will be
behind every innovation they implement in the
next three years. This suggests that carriers are
positioning themselves to move from the prototype
stage of development to larger scale applications.
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CenturyLink, a US based
telecommunications
company, uses an AI agent
called Angie to work with its
sales managers. It performs
the virtually impossible
task of cherry-picking the
best of 30,000 sales leads
generated monthly. Angie
sends emails to these
leads, converses with them,
decides which to drop and
when to hand the likely
prospects to salespeople.
It produces 40 hot leads a
month, and so far earns $20
in new contracts for every
$1 spent on the system.11

ACTIONS TO PIVOT THE WORKFORCE
Insurers should take immediate steps to pivot their
workforce, but must resist the pressure to capture
only short-term market advantage. They need to
create the mindset, acumen and agility that will
be required to seize longer-term transformational
opportunities. This means ensuring that the
workforce can adapt to new customer markets,
that organizational processes can flex accordingly
and that leadership is ready to champion a new
culture. This won’t be easy – executives say one
of their greatest people-related challenges is
to establish a flexible and agile workforce.
These four steps will help insurers
make that first, crucial pivot:
a) Align the workforce to new business models
Develop a clear distinction between the things
that humans do best and those that machines do
best. Then shift the purpose of your workforce
to synchronize with your new customer value
proposition. If that includes easy access to
a friendly, expert robo-advisor, draw on your
best ‘trainers’ to ensure that your solution
not only has the technical capability to guide
customers’ choices, but also the personality
to make the interaction an enjoyable one.
b) Recognize the business case
Don’t simply bank efficiencies to benefit the
bottom line; turn them into investments in
the future workforce that will propel new
business models.
Take accounts payable collections. One Accenture
client has developed a human-AI hybrid workforce
where algorithms predict which orders face a risk
of cancellation or payment disputes. Employees
can therefore spend more time – and are better
equipped – to attend to high-risk situations
and proactively mitigate negative outcomes.
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This approach has required developing a range of
expertise and capabilities – from industry sector
knowledge to analytics and data interpretation,
to the soft skills required to work with customers
in new ways. But the investment is paying
off, with potential cash flow improvements of
over $50 million along with increased working
capital and a bottom line profit of more than
$10 million in the first year of implementation.

The opportunity for newly
skilled individuals to
collaborate with increasingly
intelligent machines and
software will accelerate
the shift from an assembly
line approach to a more
fluid ‘assemblage’ of teams
and technology, capable of
higher levels of creativity
and innovation.
Accenture’s Paul Daugherty
and Jim Wilson, 'Human
+ Machine: Reimagining Work
in the Age of AI'

c) Organize for agility
As people do less repetitive work and
instead participate in a series of project
teams, they must be given more autonomy
and decision-making power.
An open culture is needed to encourage
experimentation. That openness must
extend to involving people in decisions
that will change their working environment
and the work they do. Insurers must also
redesign the processes and organizational
structures that enable the fluid assembly and
disassembly of project teams, freeing people
from traditional functional constraints.
d) Foster a new leadership DNA
An agile workforce that leverages the best of
intelligent technology and the best of human
ingenuity ushers in a new set of expectations
for today’s leading insurers. It’s critical that
they not only understand and are positive
about AI, but that they spend time thinking
creatively about how it can be used to create
new sources of value for the organization,
and throughout the organization.
As hierarchies collapse and cross-function
teams assemble and disassemble, leaders
become co-creators and collaborators with
their people. And, while AI enables individuals
to take on higher-value responsibilities, it also
pushes decision-making closer to where the
action occurs. Ultimately leadership isn’t a
level — you need to build leaders at all levels.

Santander is going
through a massive cultural
transformation. Key to
this is the identification of
new capabilities needed.
We are identifying them
with Strategic Workforce
Planning. Knowing that
a 'digital mindset' will be
key to the transformation,
Santander created a digital
academy through which
the bank is taking steps
to reinforce this mindset.
Through the academy, we
teach digital skills, agile
methodologies, and data
mastering. To foster the
cultural transformation
the bank has implemented
many initiatives, among
them a new performance
management system
called MyContribution.
The objectives of
MyContribution for the
leaders are a mix of 'what'
they have to achieve and
'how' they are achieving
them. At the core of all
this is the change in
people's mindsets.
Roberto di Bernadini,
Global Head of HR,
Banco Santander
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SCALE UP ‘NEW SKILLING’ TO ENABLE PEOPLE
TO WORK WITH INTELLIGENT MACHINES
To fill the new and reconfigured jobs of the intelligent insurer,
organizations will need new approaches to training. 'New skilling'
programs must be rapid, flexible, tailored and large-scale to maximize
the value humans and machines can create together.
In its effort to rapidly pivot more than 160,000
of its employees to be conversant with new IT
skills, and more than 100,000 to be job-ready
in less than two years, Accenture developed a
'new skilling' framework based on a progression
of skills from awareness to expert, while relying
on a suite of innovative learning methods
grounded in neuroscience research.

Carriers can achieve more with less, but only
if they are willing to innovate their training
methods. Accenture has actually lowered its
cost of training hours by more than 25 percent
since it began aggressively expanding its digital
learning channels, while increasing the number
of hours its people spent training by 40 percent.

Even though almost half of the insurance executives
in our survey identified skills shortages as a
key challenge, very few said their organization
plans to significantly increase investment in
training programs in the next three years. The
challenge of reskilling the workforce to fill the
new roles – even assuming employees welcome
the change – should not be underestimated.

ACTIONS TO SCALE UP NEW SKILLING

Walmart trains its US
employees using Oculus
Rift virtual reality headsets,
allowing them to experience
and practice responding to
real-world scenarios. Think
about handling a difficult
customer, with the instructor
and trainee peer group able to
provide performance feedback
as they watch remotely
through the employees’ eyes.
Following early success of the
pilot, Walmart has now rolled
the program out to all 200 of
its US training academies.
12
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Three steps to expand the reach of skills programs:
a) Prioritize skills for development
Selecting skills training will depend on the
type of AI you use and the size, sector and
existing skills levels of your organization.
Creative skills will be important. However,
in our survey, insurance executives rank the
following as the top five most important
skills in the next three years: communication,
emotional intelligence, resource management,
leadership, and judgment / decision-making.
Among the most valuable human skills required
to collaborate with AI will be the judgment
skills needed to intervene and make or correct
decisions when machines struggle to make
them. Also critical will be the ability to interrogate
systems to gain maximum insight. This requires
knowing how they categorize information
and understanding the parameters of their
algorithms. Teaching intelligent machines
will be fundamental, both through explicit
processes based on feeding them with quality
inputs, and through the implicit processes
of learning on the job alongside people.

Sustained success will depend on practicing
responsible AI, ensuring that data and systems
are managed to be fair, transparent and
accountable. This will require training programs
that extend from regulatory imperatives, the
ethical behaviors of people and machines,
and the business practices that follow.

We need people that are
adaptable, because work is
changing and it’s changing
rapidly. We’re much more
likely to hire you on the basis of
your mindset and your ability
to adapt than we are on your
specific and deep subject
matter knowledge, because
that might not actually be that
relevant in a year’s time.
Nick Reed, Group General Manager
Risk, ANZ Bank
b) Account for willingness and skill
It is important to tailor training programs to
suit a range of employee 'starting points' – the
differences in both motivation and skill levels.
Our research shows that confidence levels
vary by age (see Figure 7), but that workers
are willing to learn. We asked insurance
employees to self-rate their skill and willingness
levels (see Figure 8). A full 57 percent saw
themselves as 'high skill / high willingness'
when it comes to learning new capabilities.
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FIGURE 7

Workers’ confidence in their skills and abilities
to work with intelligent technologies.

41%
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GEN X

22%
50%

44% 6%

47%

MILLENNIALS

11%

VERY CONFIDENT
SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT
NOT PARTICULARLY CONFIDENT
NOT CONFIDENT AT ALL

FIGURE 8

Workers’ estimation of their skill and willingness
to work with intelligent technologies.

14%

57%

8%

21%

High Skill
Low Willingness

High Skill
High Willingness

SKILLS

The so-called soft skills, which will play an
increasingly important role as machines take
over the ‘mindless’ jobs, will pose the greatest
challenge for trainers. These attributes may be
unique to humans but they are far from evenly
distributed within the species. Reskilling will
help, but achieving the required levels will not
always be possible. This may force insurers
to take hard decisions about their strategy
and their investments in their workforce.

Low Skill
Low Willingness

Low Skill
High Willingness

WILLINGNESS

While this number may be on the optimistic side,
the approach illustrates the need to gauge the
varying motivations of diverse workforces and to
target programs at different generations and skill
levels. Overall, the research revealed that 68 percent
of insurance employees think AI will have a positive
impact on their work. When asked what factors
would motivate them to develop new skills, almost
half (49 percent) of Baby Boomers want time during
the workday for training, but only 27 percent of Gen
Z respondents feel that need. And while at least 46
percent of Gen X, Gen Z and Millennials are looking
to learn new skills to advance their careers, only
35 percent of Baby Boomers feel the same way.
c) Go digital to create innovative
learning experiences
Digital learning tools, such as virtual and
augmented reality, can provide realistic
simulations to help insurance employees master
new tasks. The same technologies can help
reinforce correct procedures in the front office
– monitoring how employees execute tasks
and coaching them to do it the best way.
Digital technology also helps to democratize
learning. Accenture’s 3,000 Pinterest-like digital
learning boards are curated by approximately
900 experts and give 435,000 employees access
to more than 300 content categories with topics
ranging from technical skills, such as blockchain,
to softer skills such as coaching. Employees have
completed more than 42 million learning activities
via the digital boards since their inception, with
over 29 million completed in the past year alone.

Transforming the workforce to realize the
full value of AI
1. Reimagine work to better understand
how machines and people can
collaborate. Audit all activities, from backoffice functions to contact centers, to
understand where intelligent machines
can play a role in your business. Plan
your future workforce by weighing
the respective strengths and potential
contributions of humans and machines.
2. Pivot the workforce to areas that create
new forms of value. Having looked at
where AI can help, think about where
your people should focus their energy
and time to deliver the greatest value.
3. Scale up ‘new skilling’ to enable people to
work with intelligent machines. Start the
upskilling journey now, selecting pivotal
roles or skills, mapping out the path to
future roles and skills, and ensuring that
HR partners strategically with the major
transformation projects that are underway.

To switch from the traditional 'push' approach to training, to one that
achieved eager participation and self-study, the Polish insurer PZU13
introduced gamification for leadership development. Inspiratorium
Manager 2.0 runs on a special educational platform that offers videobased knowledge 'missions', knowledge 'pills', e-books and quizzes. In
addition to trophies for specific skills acquired, participants earn points
as they progress, which can be exchanged for books, personal potential
tests and coupons for PZU’s charity foundation. Trainees can also
compare their progress with that of others. The Employee Development
team reports enthusiasm and continued high levels of activity.
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Artificial intelligence is redefining the nature of value creation
at unparalleled speed and scale. It is reshaping core insurance
processes and has the potential to transform customer experiences
and establish entirely new business models.
There are still many who believe AI is a technology
that enables automation, reducing employment
and delivering a greater return on capital. The
reality is a lot more complex and nuanced. AI
is a set of tools with an almost infinite number
of potential applications. One group of these
will improve efficiencies. A much larger, more
interesting and more rewarding group will bring
people and machines together in often surprising
ways to produce astonishing outcomes.
Employees will function at levels that will surprise
even themselves. Their synergy with intelligent
machines will give rise to products, services and
even business models that will take growth to a
new trajectory. The potential, when collaboration
is perfected, is barely possible to overstate.
20

But there is much work to be done before this can
be achieved. What is needed is an urgent shift in
approach. Insurers must give deep and careful
thought to how this set of intelligent tools can
best be employed. That will take an enterprisewide strategy and one or more senior leaders
focused almost exclusively on applied intelligence.
A key part of this strategy will be to fundamentally
reimagine work, and to start moving toward a state
of advanced, effective collaboration. In other words:
Humans helping AI to help humans. Combined with
radical changes to organizational structures and
processes, this will put the business on the path
to realizing the promise of artificial intelligence.
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